
Intro to the Junk Simulator
By using this tool continiously you will be able to predict physical characteristics of your ride. You will be able to set
design target, such as: light weight and medium stiffness/flex. You will be able to simulate and adjust the
parameters till you are happy with your design.

The best way to get the understanding of the results is to start with a known design that you have done, or that
you know. Once you have simulated a known design, you will get an idea of the values that give you a certain
design.

Than by tweeking the design parameters such as widht, length, thickness or composite layup, you can predict
how much the design will be impacted and you can design accordingly with a certain design target in mind.

Example: Say you have a very soft kiteboard, which design you know. Insert the design values and simulate,

1320mm long, 390mm wide, tip/tail width of 250mm, no concave.
core thickness profile of 3mm in the tip/tail and 7mm in the middle.
(3,7,7,3) for the lenght position (0, 500, 820, 1320)

The composite parameters can be glass fabric with 150gms in 0 degree and 150gms in +/-45 degree direction.
The core wood can be Paulownia.

Steel edges widht and thicknes set to 0.
Rest is as defined by the default values.

Theoretical Stiffness and deflection achieved with 80kg center loanding is 120*10^6 [N*mm2] and 410mm respectivelly.
Practical measurements Stiffness = 340 N/mm and Deflection = -20mm.

This design can be your reference as you know how soft it is, and how it behaves. Now you can say set a design target of
10% increase in stiffness and simulate for this by adjusting: width, thickness, fabric weight etc.
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’Geometry’ Tab
Board concave is used to compensate for the stiffness of a 
borad with a single concave. This is typically the case for 
kiteboards.

Mass correction is used to compensate the calculated mass by 
including the mass of the topsheet , inserts, additional layers 
or similar. The original mass includes the weight of the core, 
the tri-axial layer of fabric, epoxy, sidewalls, bottom base 
sheet and steel edges.

Core thickness profile and Position along the length for the 
core thickness profile define the thickness of your core. In this 
case it is defined as:

2.8mm thick at 0mm length, 
12mm thick at 835mm length, 
12mm thick at 1035mm length and
2.8mm thick at 1700mm length.

2.8mm thick at 
0mm in length

2.8mm thick at 835mm and 
1035mm mm in length

2.8mm thick at 
1700mm in length
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’Composite,Epoxy and Fiber’ Tab

Glass fabric: Density = 2550 , Y modulus = 75000

Carbon fabric: Density = 1700, Y modulus = 235000

Basalt fabric: Density = 2700, Y modulus = 88000

Ratio of total fiber over total is the ratio between
the amount of composite fabric vs. epoxy. This
depends on your pressing method but typically
coposite fabric is 55% of the total mix
(epoxy+fabric).

Epoxy density typicall = 1100

Epoxy Y modulus typicall = 2300

but check your data spec.
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’Wood and edge’ Tab
Paulownia: Density = 300, Y modulus = 5000

Bamboo: Density = 700, Y modulus = 14000

Poplar beech mix: Density = 530, Y modulus = 11000

Ash:  Density = 650, Y modulus = 1300

The sidewall parameter you select based on the 
material used.

If wood, then use the specific wood parameters.

If ABS/UHMWPE: Density = 940

If epoxy, then use the specific epoxy parameters
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’Load’ Tab
Loading will give you an idea on how the board/ski will deflect/bend when loaded with a certain weight.

The weight can be your weight (say 80kg). The load position can be selected to be,

Uniform: evenly distributed over the entire length.

Center: all weight is placed in the middle

Foot loanding: you can define the position of the load to fit approximatelly your foot/feet position

The result of loading is showed in the Deflection Tab.
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’Practical Measurements’ Results Tab
The Tab Practical Measurements is perhaps more useful then any others. It tells you what is the achieved Stiffness
and Deflection in practice that you simply can measue your self, by using simple measurements methods (best to
turn the setup sideways so that the gravity does not affect your setup).

(ski example) The ski is fixed to a Solid object. Then the ski is loaded by a weight ~10cm away from the fixed point,
and the deflection is measured. The stiffness is calculated as the force devided by the measured deflection. The
process is repeated for all points along the ski by moving the ski fixation and always measuring as above.
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